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You ca see the uality i f o t of you eyes : g ou di g acade ic
standards between rationality and interpretation.
Prof. Sue Bloxham, University of Cumbria.
Forthcoming in Quality in higher Education

Abstract
This article considers the failure of theory to provide a workable model for academic
standards in use. Examining the contrast between theoretical perspectives, it argues that
there are four dimensions for which the academy has failed to provide an adequate
theoretical account of standards: documented or tacit knowledge of standards, norm or
criterion-referenced grading, analytical or holistic judgement processes and broad or local
consensus on standards. It concludes that whilst a techno-rational perspective poorly
represents the actual practice of standards in use, alternative, interpretivist accounts do not
satisfy demands for reliability, transparency and fairness. It concludes by outlining an
alternative framework for safeguarding standards: systematising a range of processes for
learning about and safeguarding standards particularly for new staff, reviewing the role and
potential of documented standards, building staff awareness and assessment literacy and
establishing trust in standards by students and other stakeholders.

Introduction
Academic standards are at the cornerstone of university education, a fundamental basis for
u i e sities edi ilit i the o ld. Ho e e , o e s a out a ade i sta da ds a d
grade inflation are widespread. Yet academic standards are poorly researched and
understood, particularly in their everyday use by academics, managers and those involved in
ualit assu a e. Sadle
oted that the uestio of hat is ea t
a ade i
sta da ds is a el asked, e e i d a s e ed a d Yo ke
, p.
described it as an
elusi e o ept . The e a e diffe e t theo eti al pe spe ti es fo e a i i g sta da ds i
use: on the one hand, the university sector has created quality assurance frameworks for
standards that are underpinned by a techno-rational approach whilst, on the other hand,
research and theory from a range of social science disciplines draws on alternative
theoretical perspectives which emphasise the co-constructed, interpretive and local nature
of standards. This paper argues that this bifurcation between a techno-rational and
alternative, broadly interpretivist, theoretical perspectives for standards in use, which are
elaborated below, is not helpful to academics in the day-to-day application of academic
standards. Neither approach represents standards in everyday use nor provides a credible
model that will reassure students and others that standards are fair and safeguarded.
Following discussion of the weaknesses in existing theory, the article advocates a future
research agenda to investigate how the higher education sector might create a framework
of processes to build confidence and consistency into its academic standards in a way that
coincides with knowledge of professional judgement as complex and tacit.

Defining the term: academic standards
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It is necessary to commence with a brief discussion of the definition of academic standards.
Authors have noted that academic standards are conceptually complex and difficult to
define (Coates, 2010; Woolf and Cooper, 1999). Middlehurst (1996) has described the term
as composite, including input, process and output elements. Harvey (2002) distinguished
academic standards from standards of competence, service standards and organisational
standards by centring his definition on academic attainment. This definition is similar to that
of Alde a
, p.
ho efe ed to a ade i sta da ds as dis ete le els of
i telle tual pe fo a e, the attai e t of hi h esults i the a a d of a ade i edit
a d Sadle
, p.
ho des i ed the as a designated degree or level of
pe fo a e o e elle e . This output app oa h is also e ide t i the defi itio used
higher education quality agencies, for example in Australia (Coates, 2010) and the United
Kingdom (UK) (QAA, 2010). Based on this conse sus, this a ti le ill use the te
a ade i
sta da ds as elated to prescribed and recognised levels of student attainment.

The techno-rational perspective on assessment
Customary descriptions of academic standards hold conceptions of standards which lie in a
techno-rationalist perspective on assessment; a standpoint that promotes the use quantitative
data and measurement to ensure accountability (Kappler, 2004). It is based on an epistemology
hi h holds that k o ledge is o olithi , stati a d u i e sal Dela dshe e,
, p.
ith staff a ultu ated i to guild k o ledge Sadle ,
. Sha
, iti g i the
South Af i a o te t, a gues that p i a is gi e to assess e t te h olog , su h as
criteria, in current assessment (Shay, 2005, p. 676). On the basis of this theoretical
perspective, although statements of standards were rarely articulated in the past, there was
an assumption pre- assifi atio Sil e a d Willia s,
that a gold sta da d e isted;
fixed benchmarks that enshrined the standards of the ancient universities. Such a
perspective sees standards as independent of the individuals who created or are custodians
of them. As Leach et al.
, p.
a gue The p e aili g hege o [i assess e t] holds
that there are bodies of knowledge that are universally true, invests power in the teacher
a d has faith i s ie tifi otio s of o je ti it a d elia ilit . Yo ke
, p.
li ked
this pe spe ti e to a easu e e t odel a d a ealist app oa h to assess ent.
The techno-rational perspective can be seen most visibly in the processes that have
been put in place to support the development and maintenance of academic standards
through a range of quality assurance frameworks and measures. Alderman (2009) argued
that historically academic standards were sustained over time by an oral tradition through
contact between universities and subject communities, what Brennan (1996) referred to as
a p i ate a d i pli it app oa h to o
u i ati g sta da ds. Ho e e , su h shared
understandings of an academic elite are insufficient as a basis for standards in a mass
s ste of highe edu atio B e a ,
, p.
, a poi t ei fo ed o e e e tl
Salmi (2009) and the last twenty years have witnessed considerable work attempting to
make academic standards more transparent and consistent. In the UK this has included
de elop e t of a A ade i I f ast u tu e i ludi g effo ts to odif sta da ds th ough a
Framework for Higher Education (QAA, 2010).
These developments have had a focus on both the scope and level of higher
education programmes. They have brought into the public domain greater information
about the stated course content, aims, assessment methods and criteria of programmes of
study. They have attempted to make previously elusive standards more explicit through
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techniques such as subject benchmarking (Jackson, 1999). Threshold standards are now
common in the professions (Gaunt, 1999) where statements of knowledge, skills and values
that students must demonstrate in order to gain their professional recognition are normal
practice in many national systems and often predate the growth in higher education quality
assurance over the last twenty years. Statements of standards are also increasingly
available to assessors and students in the form of rubrics (marking schemes) and
assessment criteria and it is in relation to the latter where most research on academic
standards in use (for example, grading, consistency of judgement and communicating
standards) has taken place.

Alternative perspectives on academic standards
There are alternative theoretical perspectives that argue that we cannot establish standards
independently from the individuals who are using them. This tradition includes a sociocultural perspective that e phasises the situated ess of p a ti e a d a so ial o st u ti ist
app oa h that e phasises the o st u ted ess of k o ledge Sha ,
, p.
. These
philosophical perspectives are interpretive and conceive of staff as active agents in cocreating standards through local assessment practices and communities. As Shay (2005, p.
669) eloquently explained, the interpretive framework that each examiner holds combines
objective elements learnt from participation in the relevant field and subjective elements
a isi g f o the lo al o te t of assess e t a d depe de t o the assesso . F o this
perspective assessment is situationally contingent, rooted in local cultures and reliable and
robust only in terms of sets of assumptions, attitudes and values which are, in part at least,
lo alized . Yo ke
li ked this theo eti al pe spe ti e to a judge e t odel a d a
elati ist app oa h to assess e t, hi h halle ges the pote tial fo sha ed a d sta le
standards.
In relation to marking, writers have argued that lecturers learn their standards
through an informal and differentiated process involving active participation in relevant
communities and practices (Shay, 2005, Orr 2010). The socially situated nature of this
learning creates the potential for individual differences in marking judgements (Crisp, 2008;
B oad,
; Hu te & Do he t ,
. Studies ha e suggested that le tu e s sta da ds
are influenced by their values (Leach et al., 2001; Ashworth et al., 2010; Morgan & WyattSmith, 2000), access to specialist knowledge (Shay, 2005), socialisation processes,
relationships with students (Shay, 2004; Orr, 2008), the other social worlds they inhabit (den
Outer & Handley, 2010), their history and previous experience (Shay, 2005; Dobson 2008a;
Milanovic et al.,
. Sha
, p.
suggested diffe e es et ee
a ke s a e ot
e o , ut athe the i es apa le out o e of the ultipli it of pe spe ti es that assesso s
i g ith the .
Researchers working within these alternative theoretical perspectives have argued
that i di iduals o st u t thei o sta da ds f a e o ks Ash o th et al., 2010). Such
highly complex frameworks represent how various influences combine to create a unique
lens through which each tutor reads and judges student performance. Sta da ds
frameworks are dynamic; constructed and reconstructed through involvement in
communities and practices including engagement with student work, moderation and
e a i e s feed a k Sadle ,
; C isp,
; Blo ha et al., 2011). Thus a assesso s
sta da ds f a e o ks leads them to focus on different aspects of student work (Elander &
Hardman, 2002), for example their first impressions (Mullins & Kiley, 2002) or
presentational features (Hartley et al., 2006; Kangis, 2001). This conceptualisation is
3

supported by work in the broader fields of research on university assessment and marking
he e si ila otio s ha e ee theo ised su h as tea he s o eptio s of ualit Sadle ,
, p.
, assesso s e aluati e f a e o ks B oad,
, assesso s i te p eti e
f a e o ks Sha ,
, p.
a d p e-fo ed k o ledge st u tu es C isp,
, p.
250). Such perspectives emerge from different academic disciplines but they all emphasise
the tacit, interpretive nature of standards, learnt informally through active participation in
relevant communities and practices.
The subjectivity implied by these personal frameworks is considered to be mediated
by membership of an academic community with its mutual engagement and joint enterprise
eati g a sha ed epe toi e of te s, k o ledge, u de sta di g, ta it o e tio s a d
p a ti es C isp,
, p.
; Sadle s
guild k o ledge . The efo e, sta da ds
frameworks, whilst unique to individuals, are grounded in the broader academic standards
of the relevant academic community. Nevertheless, their individualised nature has an
important impact on how lecturers perceive student work and the feedback they offer.
Thus, from this perspective, shared and consistent notions of standards that can
withstand tests of reliability and objectivity, as portrayed by the techno-rational
perspective, deny the necessarily elusive nature of academic standards in use that are
continuously co-constructed by academic communities and extremely difficult to explain to
a la audie e. Su h sta da ds a e ot i
uta le Sadle ,
, p.
o i depe de t of
individuals (Shay, 2005, p. 677) and their tacit nature means that it is difficult to detect drifts
in standards (Sadler, 1987). This perspective significantly challenges the assumption that
there is a community consensus regarding national disciplinary standards that has enduring
stability over time and across contexts (different staff, programmes and universities).

Standards in use
Overall, these two broad theoretical approaches to academic standards sit in clear contrast
to each other. One sees standards as fixed, capable of being reliably interpreted, analysed
and communicated. The other conceptualises them as shifting, tacit and holistic. In
exploring these alternative approaches a series of dimensions of standards in use can be
identified. These dimensions are: knowledge of standards; the referencing of standards;
judgement processes and the nature of consensus (Figure 1). This paper argues that in the
contrast between the techno-rational and interpretive emphasis in these dimensions, there
is a failure to provide an adequate theoretical account of standards in use; an account that
provides a firm basis for practice and that is understandable and credible to students.
Taking the second dimension as an example, whilst programmes now generally claim
to d a o e pli it ite ia o u i s to g ade stude ts o k, esea h suggests that
lecturers rely on a level of norm referencing in order to ground their interpretation of
criteria and develop their sense of appropriate standards (Orr, 2008). The academy does not
have a theory that tackles this disparity and provides lecturers and students with an
alte ati e theo of sta da ds efe e ts that a encompass the false division between
criterion- and norm-referencing. Indeed, as Orr (2008) noted, text book guidance for
lecturers can swing from exhorting objectivist approaches in relation to explicit learning
outcomes to recognising and discussing tacit practice. They offer no middle ground.
Figure 1: Dimensions of standards in use
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Dimension

Techno-rational perspective

Knowledge of standards Explicit documentation of
standards
Referencing of
Criterion-referenced grading
standards
Judgement processes
Analytical judgement
processes
Nature of consensus on Broad consensus on standards
standards
possible

Interpretive perspective
Internalised, tacit standards
Norm referencing of judgement
needed
Holistic professional judgement
Individualised standards or
localised consensus

Advocating one perspective over another is not an option. The notion that
universities might abandon the panoply of quality assurance concepts and artefacts that are
derived from the techno-rational approach in favour of an explicit return to a more tacit and
localised interpretation of standards is inconceivable in the current climate of
accountability. Indeed, in the UK, transparency for students has been part of the general
direction of policy for many years, including that of the 2010 Coalition government. It places
increasing stress on students as well-informed consumers of higher education. Therefore,
although research indicates that there are major weaknesses with the techno-rational
approach, most of all its failure to represent how academics make their academic
judgements (Orrell, 2003; Sadler, 2009a), replacing that approach with a simple reassurance
that standards are secure because assessors are steeped in their disciplinary communities
will not stand up to scrutiny either.
In a period of growing pressure and accountability surrounding academic standards,
the eed to defe d a ade i s judge e t p o esses ill e o e i easi gl i po ta t ot
least for students. The procedures for quality assuring standards may, on the face of it,
i pl a o ust ess to assess e t p a ti e ut the e ide e of i di iduals a i g
sta da ds f a e o ks p o ides li ited o fide e i the o siste
a d o pa a ilit of
a ade i sta da ds o e idel . This soft ess Sadle ,
of assessment data leaves
the academy vulnerable to challenge; lying as it does barely hidden beneath the surface
appearance of reliable and robust procedures. Therefore, the academy needs a scholarship
of professional judgement in academic grading and its quality assurance that has credibility
to both the assessors and the assessed; where the expressions of academic standards
presented to students accurately reflect the formulations of standards used by lecturers
themselves. The following sections explore that challenge by examining each of the
dimensions of standards in use (Figure 1) and then conclude by proposing a research agenda
for developing theory and practice of standards in use.
Dimension 1: Explicit to tacit knowledge of standards
The alternative perspectives discussed above argue firmly for the tacit nature of academic
standards and that explicit statements of standards promise more that they can deliver
(Hawe, 2002). Explicit documentation falls into two broad groups; first, that produced at the
system, discipline or profession level and, second, those that are usually determined at the
institution, programme or course level. They will be considered separately here.
In relation to the first group, explicit documentation produced at the system,
discipline or profession level, Moss and Schutz (2001) have provided a useful exploration of
the creation and use of explicit standards for judgement, drawing on standards for
5

qualifying teachers in the USA as their exemplar. Their philosophical argument is based on
Ha e as ie that the o al justifi atio fo la s o i this ase sta da ds o es f o
the fact that they are created through rational consensus with relevant representatives of
the community involved in drawing them up. This has been the rationale underpinning
many groups tasked with writing or reviewing standards such as Subject Benchmark
Statements and statements of threshold standards for professions. However, they argue
that once standards are written, the system operates outside the control of the standard
setting group and this presumes that the interpretations of the words will not fall outside
that which was determined by the community consensus that drew them up. In addition,
Moss and Schutz argued that consensus seeking leads groups to produce standards that are
too general or abstract, hides complexity and can mask diversity as those involved strive to
complete the task in a limited time frame. What is produced may be a compromise rather
than a consensus and even with elaboration, provides plenty of room for different
i te p etatio s. Thus, the a gue that judge e t e o es a i te p etatio of sta da ds
ot a efle tio of the . Ha e
i Ne )eala d a d Ma ti a d Cloke
i the
UK found similar problems with standards for qualifying teachers and, as Yorke (2008, p.
has stated: p es iptio s o thei o did ot a suffi ie t ea i g fo o siste
i thei appli atio a oss a a ge of diffe e t o te ts .
A further difficulty with explicit professional standards, as discussed by Yorke (2008)
and Tang (2008) is that, using a techno-rational approach, they tend to negate the impact of
context. The importance of professional judgement becomes obvious where assessors
decisions need to take account of the particular elements and difficulties of the context in
which the assessment takes place. Standards that can operate without reference to context
are probably not actually useful in judging future professional competence. As Moss and
Schutz (2001, p. 61) point out, co te t a d sta da ds togethe o-dete i e the
interpretation.
In relation to the second group, explicit documentation produced at the institution,
programme or course level, similar problems occur when attempting to make standards
explicit through assessment information such as rubrics, assessment criteria and grade
des ipto s. Although o
o pa la e gi es ede e to these alidated e aluati e tools
(Ross, 2009, p. 475) as something that will lead to comparability and reliability of standards,
the evidence is less reassuring. Broad (2003, 2000), in the context of writing assessment in
the USA, and others have thoroughly explored the purposes and difficulties of making
standards explicit in this way (Sadler, 2009a; O'Donovan et al., 2008). In particular, the
interpretive nature of judgement in using rubrics at this level renders them weak as a means
of assuring consensus.
Furthermore, research on grading found that a significant proportion of academics
did not physically refer to criteria or learning outcomes whilst marking and used them, if at
all, at the end of the marking process to check or confirm their holistic judgement (Bloxham
et al., 2011). Orrell (2008) found little espoused concern by lecturers about using
assessment criteria or other ways of achieving accuracy and consistency in their grading and
did not tend to refer to written criteria. Research has also shown that lecturers interpret
rubrics differently (Delaney, 2005). Indeed Shay (2004) found that staff said that they could
not use a rubric and found it hard to articulate what they are doing.
On the other hand, academic standards in use may be changing as many quality
assurance processes for assessment have become normative. More recent research (Orr
suggests that le tu e s pe sonal experience is anchored in or merged with written
6

learning outcomes and assessment criteria to make effective judgements (Orr 2010). Indeed
Boyd and Bloxham (2011), using relatively recent data, found that a proportion of assessors
drew on explicit information in some way to give confidence to their judgements. In these
latter cases, it could be argued that explicit standards are now contributing in some way to
dete i i g i di iduals ta it sta da ds f a e o ks in a way that was less evident before.
In conclusion of this discussion, it is instructive to note that 25 years ago, Sadler
Sadle ,
poi ted to the fuzzi ess of sta da ds. He a gued that fuzz sta da ds
cannot be transformed into sharp standards by simply using more detailed language.
However, this leaves a dilemma for lecturers in using and representing standards to
students. How can theory help bridge this divide between the explicit and the tacit in the
everyday act of judging student performance?
Dimension 2: Criterion-referenced or norm-referenced standards
Poli ies a d p a ti es to se u e a ade i sta da ds o ti ue to est o a fai l o je ti ist
rationality (Shay, 2004). This frequently includes a presumption of criterion referencing
against published standards. Most guidance to lecturers advocates that they should base
their assessment on criterion rather than norm referencing so that a student is judged
against a set of standards, not against his or her peers. This distinction has been criticised
(Orr, 2010; Neil & Wadley, 1999; Yorke, 2009). In particular, Yorke has made the point that
assesso s g adi g eha iou is ta itl i flue ed
o
efe e i g a d Vaugha
,
Delaney (2005), Orrell (2008), and Crisp (2008) also found that lecturers draw on their
knowledge of diffe e t stude ts o k i o de to ake thei judge e ts.
One explanation of the continued influence of norm referencing is that staff are
u a le to i te p et se a ti all loose ite ia ithout so e ki d of efe e t a d stude ts
work is crucial in that role. There are wider implications for this in relation to warranting
standards across institutions. This has been noted in critiques of external examiner systems
which are an explicit effort to test local standards against national norms. In the UK,
examiners for any given university tend to be drawn from the same type of university and it
is a gued that the i flue e of o s i thei o
issio g oup ill li it thei a ilit to
calibrate standards more widely.
Norm referencing is also problematic as Orrell (2008, p. 259) poi ts out e ause the
ualities of othe stude ts pe fo a es…. . do ot p o ide a sta le asis fo ai tai i g
sta da ds e ause as a asis fo g ade de isio s the a e u p edi ta le a d highl a ia le .
Yet an explicitly criterion-referenced approach located in the techno-rational tradition
appears too difficult for the complex judgement that characterises most higher education
assessment (Sadler, 2009a). In its place, a theoretical perspective is lacking that tackles this
dispa it a d p o ides le tu e s a d stude ts ith a alte ati e theo of sta da ds
referents which can encompass the false division between criterion- and norm-referencing.
Dimension 3: Analytical or holistic judgement processes in marking
This dimension is intrinsically connected to the first dimension: knowledge of standards. The
typical academic in many systems is now faced with (and may contribute to creating)
various artefacts to guide their academic standards in use, for example assessment criteria,
grade descriptors and rubrics. Such artefacts tend to represent standards in an analytical
form as in a typical set of assessment criteria or learning outcomes. However, empirical and
theoretical studies have emphasised the extent to which marking judgements are holistic
(Sadler, 1989, Crisp, 2008; Sadler, 2009a, 2009b; Grainger et al., 2008). Grainger, Purnell and
7

Zipf (2008) found that staff work backwards from an holistic judgement, awarding marks to
individual criteria afterwards. Likewise, Bloxham et al., (2011) observed that assessment
criteria were largely used to check or confirm holistic judgement at the end of the marking
sequence. Orr (2010) noticed that criteria were used more for adjudication in difficult cases
rather than as guidance to the marker and Elander and Hardman (2002) found that marks
given for individual assessment criteria are not statistically independent of each other. In
relation to judgement of professional performance, Tang (2008) found that judgements
about student teache s pe fo a es a e ade holisti all athe tha
efe e e to the
standards. Further discussion and evidence regarding the practical failure of the analytical
approach to grading can be found in Yorke (2011).
Accordingly, this dimension describes a further gap between the approaches as
advocated by the techno-rational and alternative perspectives. Whilst lecturers can, post
hoc, rationalise their holistic judgement against analytical referents, it would be preferable
to develop a theoretical approach that more honestly reflected actual practice and also
provided confidence in that practice.
Dimension 4: Consensus in standards
Central to the professional discourse of standards is the idea that there can be a consensus
in standards across staff, departments and universities, if not systems. Whilst the technoatio al pe spe ti e i easi gl lo ates that o se sus i t a spa e t state e ts of
standards and accountability through quality assurance processes, alternative approaches
have argued that tutor subjectivity is mediated through membership of an academic
o
u it . Whilst the latte app oa h does ot see sta da ds as fi ed , it does offe a le el
of intersubjectivity and continuity as standards are shaped by the norms of that community.
However, in examining this assertion of consensus, numerous studies over time have
indicated the low agreement between higher education assessors (Leach et al., 2001;
Elander & Hardman, 2002; Sadler, 1987; Wolf, 1995). Empirical studies (Broad 2003;
Dobson, 2008a; Greatorex, 2000) have found that assessors use personal criteria beyond or
different to those stated. Wolf (1995) argued that this variation does not mean that
assessors are marking at the incorrect standard but are using other evidence (fo example,
about the person, other work) because of the variability of assessed tasks. However, Dobson
(2008b) suggested that this use of contextual information about candidates is a threat to
standards and Milanovic et al. (1996) pointed to the marker as a recognised source of error.
Sta da ds efused to e as solid, sta le a d po ta le a e tit as pa ti ipa ts ished
(Broad, 2003, p. 74) and, as Moss and Shultz (2001) found, even where assessors agreed
pass and fail, they did so for different reasons.
Indeed, Knight (2006) argued coherently that a consensus regarding standards can
typically only be held at the local level and studies on how assessors learn to mark confirms
the influence of the local academic community in helping novice assessors learn appropriate
sta da ds Ja itz,
. So hilst it ight e a gued that i di iduals pe so al sta da ds
f a e o ks i flue e a d a e i flue ed lo al guild k o ledge , this p o ides li ited
confidence in the consistency and comparability of academic standards more widely than
the local team. Overall, the notion of broad comparability of standards within subject
disciplines and across universities is yet to be empirically demonstrated.

A new research agenda for academic standards?
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In summary then, the alternative perspectives, whilst recognising the socially constructed
and interpretive nature of academic standards inherently accept the normalisation of bias,
changing standards, norm referencing and other features of professional judgement that
generate concern. On the other hand, the foregoing discussion suggests that the technorational approach, with its beliefs in reliability and transparent knowledge of standards,
poorly represents the actual practice of grading in higher education. Neither theoretical
approach serves as an effective basis for securing standards in universities, giving
confidence to students or supporting university teachers in their exercise of professional
judgement in assessment.
However, it could be argued that the quality assurance machinery that has emerged
from a techno-rational conceptualisation does provide a basis for trust in standards
amongst the wider community and certainly at the official level of institutional audit. In
addition, research (Boyd and Bloxham, 2011) has shown that those quality assurance
p o esses do i flue e a d gi e o fide e to so e a ade i s judge e t. The esea h
involved a mixed-method study of university teachers from four disciplines and three
u i e sities i the UK. Thi k aloud p oto ols a d i te ie s were utilised to access both
actual and espoused data regarding grading practices. The findings illuminate how lecturers
are implicitly combining different epistemologies in negotiating work practices. Whilst
recognising that much of what they do is internalised and not explicit, markers appear to
gain a sense of security about their marking judgements from various quality assurance
documents and procedures; statements of criteria and standards, moderation and crossmarking and interaction with external examiners. Indeed, the research found that an
interpretivist viewpoint was only embraced to a certain extent with academics continuing to
elie e i fi ed sta da ds a d ight a ks a d esti g e pe t e a i e s ith p i ileged
knowledge of those standards.
Nevertheless, the study suggests that the act of creating and discussing, for example,
assessment criteria provides a clear opportunity for detailed dialogue about standards.
The efo e, the e appea s to e a st o g i flue e of te h o- atio al a tefa ts on
interpretive practice, as many quality assurance processes for assessment become
normative. Indeed there appeared to be an easy interplay for these staff between the tacit,
norm-referenced, holistic and local traditions of grading and the explicit, criterionreferenced, analytical and national imperatives of techno-rational quality assurance. These
extracts from lecturer interviews reflect this interplay:
…esse tiall the des iptio s hi h e ist i
itte do u e ts hi h ou e
probably seen about what a First Class grade means, what a Second Class grade
means and so on, they are rooted in my mind and have become part of my sort of
experience really and I feel I can judge, I mean I could sit here and list all the criteria
ut the e s o poi t i that. I feel I can judge now myself without referring to any
kind of written standards but we do operate in accordance with those standards. (T5
History)
…the detail, the fa t that the e et the lea i g out o es a d the e et the
learning criteria. You know they have to tick all the boxes in the tickable bit but
fu da e tall ou a see ualit i f o t of ou e es espe iall he e e i a
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visual subject. (T13 Product Design) (Cited in Boyd and Bloxham, 2011, which also
describes how the data was collected and analysed).
Perhaps this interplay of approaches in practice provides a clue to a future theoretical basis
for academic standards in use and helps identify the focus for a new research agenda. Such
an agenda would embrace the idea that assessment judgement informs and is informed by a
range of interacting processes:
 involvement in the creation and use of explicit statements of standards (for example,
rubrics, assessment criteria, learning outcomes, grade descriptors, professional
standards);
 use of learned, internalised, tacit standards;
 e gage e t ith stude ts o k;
 discussion with, and feedback from, internal and external colleagues during second
marking, moderation, assessment design;
 use of previous experience including relevant professional and industrial experience.
A recognition of these contributing influences could help identify how quality assurance
processes can reflect the reality of assessment in action, making the processes (if not the
judgement) explicit, particularly for students. Rather than reject the interpretivist approach,
it can provide a framework for considering how consistency can be built into assessment
judgements in a way that coincides with knowledge of professional judgement as complex
and tacit. The following paragraphs identify some of the component parts of such a
framework, which deserve further research.
Systematising processes for learning and safeguarding standards
A new theoretical approach would reject the idea of complete reliability of judgement.
Instead it ould e og ise the po e of olla o ati e p ofessio al judge e t Moss a d
Schutz, 2001, p. 62), exploring how greater confidence can be established in that concept.
Indeed, this is not new as many writers are now stressing social constructivist approaches to
building shared standards through dialogic communities (Orr, 2010; Crisp, 2008).
What is possibly new is the notion of how this building of standards could be made
more systematic and demonstrable. There is significant evidence that lecturers consider
dialogue helpful to agreeing standards and Yorke (2008) draws on a range of studies and
reports to emphasise the potential of promoting dialogue amongst academics regarding
standards. Tang (2008) also identifies discussion about the interpretation of criteria as a way
to tackle consistency in summative assessment. However, empirical evidence about the
power of these processes in practice is thin and certainly needs further systematic
evaluation. The types of process which might be examined more closely are moderation
discussion (internal and cross institutional), Assessment Benchmarking Clubs (Woolf &
Cooper, 1999), marking bees and the process of generating sets of assessment criteria or
other guidance for students (Price et al., 2001), as discussed below. Can evidence be built
that these processes, managed appropriately, have greater potential to elucidate and
safeguard standards?
Such a theoretical approach would also need to explore the impact of engagement
ith stude ts o k i uildi g o fide ce in standards. An interpretivist perspective
e og ises stude t o k as a i po ta t efe e t i uildi g le tu e s sta da ds
frameworks but is it possible to regularise this norm referencing by greater explicitness and
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discussion of those norms; for example by discussion of past papers and exemplars as part
of a process of surfacing the approaches to judging work that lecturers actually adopt.
Quality assurance documentation
The role and potential of explicit statements of standards needs to be foregrounded in this
new theoretical approach, if for no other reason than the huge investment in these artefacts
by both lecturers and students. There is considerable evidence of the failure of such explicit
information to make standards transparent but is there a need for a better understanding of
the role they play as part of a social constructivist approach to building shared standards.
Whilst evidence suggests that academic teachers should admit to students and others that
written criteria alone are not able to function as a basis for consistent judgement, they can
serve as a guide to staff by acting as a focus for their discussion; a concrete set of
statements for them to test their holistic judgement against. To do this, it is necessary to
investigate the potential for such statements to more closely reflect actual criteria for
judgement. This is important because of the failure of rubrics to be grounded in empirical
study of the standards that assessors actually use (Milanovic et al.,
o stude ts actual
performance (Greatorex, 2000) which is fundamentally important. As Sadler (1987) said,
standards must be grounded in field experience not in theory. Likewise, Norcini and Shea
(1997) argued that establishing effective standards needs them to be evaluated for their
realism. Woolf (2004) found that criteria were drawn up by individuals with little input from
colleagues. It is important to investigate whether it is possible to develop more inductive
ways of building explicit statements of standards, for example by developing them from real
exemplars of student work.
However, regardless of whether explicit articulation of standards is a futile
endeavour, dialogical engagement in using or creating such quality assurance artefacts may
have an important role to pla . This a o ds ith the ie s of O Do o a et al. (2004), Rust
et al.
a d Ja itz
, p.
ho st ess the eed fo
ea i gful u de sta di g
and application of assessment criteria within an interpretive community or community of
practice . The e phasis is o pa ti ipato p o esses that e a le the o-construction and
application of meaningful criteria (Shay, 2008). Overall, research needs to consider how the
academy can capitalise on the processes of determining explicit standards in order to meet
the aspiration to build greater consensus in the tacit standards of academics.
New academic staff
Warren Piper (1994) discussed how learning standards and gaining agreement on them
takes place informally through the experience of sharing the judgement of actual student
o k. Mo e e e tl , Ja itz s
o k o ho a ade i s lea to assess ei fo es this
idea that ele a t k o ledge a o l e lea t pa ti ipati el , th ough the i te p eti e
suppo t of the ele a t a ade i o
u it . A new theoretical approach to standards in
use ould eed to i estigate ho the o
u it a
ost effe ti el suppo t the
learning of standards amongst new academic teachers. The combined influences of public
knowledge and practical wisdom should be central to this investigation (Boyd & Bloxham,
2011).
Staff awareness and assessment literacy
A ade i s ela ed ie of sta da ds i use a pa tiall esult f o the idea that the do
not have conscious knowledge of all that they know in relation to academic standards and
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grading judgements (Orr, 2010; Broad, 2003). Indeed Broad claims that lecturers do not
have satisfactory access to their own standards by merely reflecting on them. In his view,
this access is only gained through discussion of actual student work. An academic
community that is more knowledgeable about assessment and professional judgement
might be in a better position to defend their practices to students who are likely to become
ever more concerned about fair assessment as their investment in higher education rises.
Thus, a fu the field of i estigatio is the de elop e t of assess e t lite a ; a
term used in school-based education (Stiggins, 1991; Popham, 2009) to refer to an
understanding of the proper design and use of reliable and valid assessment. In relation to
assessment standards in higher education, assessment literate teachers would be
sufficiently experienced, alert to the vagaries of professional judgement and conscious of
developments in good assessment practice. It would explore how assessors might be made
more conscious of their tacit knowledge and aware of how that might influence and be
influenced. Moss and Schutz (2001) argued that examiners should be helped to see the
potential one-sided nature of judgement or, at least, to understand their own perspectives
better. Orr (2008, p. 141) suggested that academics might be encouraged to reflect on and
evaluate their use of criterion and norm-referencing in their grading so they develop more
u de sta di g of i tuiti e p a ti es a d u
itte ules . O
also e o
e ded
that so eo e ight o se e ode atio
eeti gs a d feed a k to staff: I this a ,
lecturers can explore the implicit and explicit rules and practices relating to the allocation
and spread of marks fro ea to ea O ,
, p.
.
Trust in standards by students and other stakeholders
An important aspect of any changes in assessment is to maintain and improve the trust in
standards held by students and other stakeholders such as employers and professional,
statutory and regulatory bodies and this would form a final, crucial component of a research
agenda. As Carless (2009, p.78) argued, where trust is replaced by high levels of
accountability and surveillance through quality mechanisms, systems are inefficient and
staff a e dist a ted f o thei o e oles . No e the less, it is i po ta t to de o st ate that
alternative approaches justify a trust in the consistency and reliability of standards both
within and external to the academy.
Perhaps ost i po ta tl , i estigatio is e ui ed i to ho stude ts k o ledge of a d
trust in academic standards can be established and maintained. Studies have been
conducted to better understand how students can be helped to grasp tacit standards as
they work through their studies (Rust et al., 2003). However, this is a separate point. A new
approach would need to explore what should be communicated to students to build their
confidence in fairness and consistency, particularly given their lack of satisfaction with
assessment. Key elements might involve explaining:
 that explicit standards are only guidelines, not measurement scales. They are a
genuine effort to express standards but they cannot reflect the full complexity of
professional judgement;
 the nature of professional judgement (holistic, intuitive, tacit);
 the training/ dialogue that takes place to build consensus internally and externally
and to develop the assessment literacy in academic staff;
 the range of checks and balances put in place to provide for consistency and fairness.
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Yorke (2011) stressed the importance of tackling the issue of trust. As he pointed out, once
a judge e t athe tha a easu e e t app oa h to assess e t is a epted, the issue of
trust needs to be faced openly. Can stude ts t ust e uilt if the e is g eate ho est a out
professional judgement? Some writers (for example, Carless, 2009) have advocated greater
transparency in this matter coupled with involving students in assessment as an important
skill for lifelong learning and employability (practising professional judgement itself).
However, it has yet to be explored whether this is achievable in the current climate of
a ou ta ilit . Buildi g stude ts a d othe s assess e t lite a
ould see a i po ta t
pre-requisite for creating this trust as are demonstrable systems for quality assurance, albeit
based on social constructivist rather than techno-rational principles.

Conclusion
The academy needs a theory of standards that can be explained to students, novice
academics, parents, politicians and those in higher education quality assurance. Above all, it
needs to have credence within the academy and reflect or improve actual practice in a
pragmatic way. This article has attempted to elucidate the failure of current theory to
underpin standards in use. It posits a future research agenda that draws on the interplay
between existing approaches to develop a more coherent model. A theory is required that
bridges the limitations of explicit standards and the invisibility and variability of tacit
standards to clearly demonstrate realistic and robust ways to achieve more effective
security and fairness of standards for students and the academy in general. A framework is
offered here, which focuses on systematising a range of processes for learning about and
safeguarding standards particularly for new staff, reviewing the role and potential of
documented standards, building staff awareness and assessment literacy and establishing
trust in standards by students and other stakeholders. This framework is purposively at an
early stage of debate and warrants close scrutiny by others working in the field of
assessment, standards and quality assurance. However, it does correspond with and build
on the work of existing researchers in the field su h as O Do o a et al. (2008) and Carless
(2009) in recognising the importance of new approaches to building consistency and trust
th ough o
u it app oa hes a d assess e t dialogues.
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